COST CIRCULAR CITIES

PHOTO CONTEST
#mycircularcity
Uploading: 01.06.2021-30.06.2021
Juryvoting: 02.07.2021
Public Onlinevoting: 04.07-18-07.2021
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PRESS RELEASE

The ‘COST ACTION Circular Cities’ enables cities to become more circular by connecting stakeholders
and researchers all over Europe and beyond to exchange, collaborate, share best practices and build
a strong network for implementation of circular cities.
With this #mycircularcity photo contest the COST Action Circular City is expanding the network of
stakeholders to you and me. We are all important parts of the circular cities of tomorrow. Cities are
built for us. The #mycircularcity encourages us to look around your city and see all the little or big
puzzle pieces of the circular cities of tomorrow already now for an increased feeling of
connectedness amongst European cities and citizens and empowerment for the movement of
Circular Cities.
Find here the video of the #mycircularcity photo contest:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sJA3HDRaCDM

What is a circular city?
In circular cities buildings become much more than places to work or live in. Houses no longer just
consume. There is a give and take with other houses. Through nature based solutions they store
energy and provide high quality service water and nutrients, collected and filtered with plant
technology directly from our waste streams, monitored for safe use for all kinds of integrated food
productions like edible walls of vertical farming, rooftop gardens, mushrooms harvested in our
cellars, up to fish breeding in aquaponics.
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Find here the Circular cities animation video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eN0Bjt9RTyQ
Find more information on circular cities on the website and for all collaborative publications go here:
https://circular-city.eu/?page_id=147.
The 3 winners oft he #mycircularcity photo contest will be selected via public online voting. The
winners will have the opportunity to present their photos and the story behind the circular city spots
at the Eco-City World Summit. Furthermore the winning photos will be included in the
#mycircularcity video that will be presented at several international events as part of the #circularcity
week 2021. To improve their photo equipment the winners will receive up to 300 EUR and a delicious
#mycircularcity gift basket full of circular green products to get a real taste for future #circularcities.
Let’s all join the #mycircularcity movement and inspire people all over the world by uploading a
photo of a spot in our city that is a little or big puzzle piece for a #mycircularcity of tomorrow.
Contact:
Helene Pattermann
pattermann@alchemia-nova.net
Website: #mycircularcity photo contest: https://circular-city.eu/?p=680
Website: https://circular-city.eu/
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